Software update for your KaVo DIAGNOcam.
Simple and easy to use with multi-user functionality and integration with existing practice software

This update replaces the KaVo KiD software for DIAGNOcam users. You can easily transfer existing data to the new DIAGNOcam software. It offers the VDDS interface for linking to your PMS as well as multi-user functionality for use in different rooms with full connectivity: Instead of using KaVo DIAGNOcam as a standalone solution as in the past, you can now also integrate it with CONEXIO, CliniView™ or VixWin™. Integration via TWAIN™ is also available as an alternative.

No software linking: Standalone use with VDDS interface

Full integration with the following software solutions*: CliniView, VixWin, TWAIN, CONEXIO

* Prerequisites: VixWin 3.5 or newer, CliniView 11.3 or newer.
Comprehensive user interface with integrated recording assistant.

Even faster for perfect recordings:

- Arrow keys above and below the tooth symbol show how to best achieve the perfect distance to the tooth.
- The tooth symbol lights up when the optimal recording position is reached.
- Take photos or videos as usual via the ring on your KaVo DIAGNOcam.
It is simple to use, with new deciduous tooth chart and simpler categorisation.

Display of tooth and deciduous tooth chart:
• Select with one click under the recording field.
• Automatic display of tooth number and position.

Colour categorisation of findings:
• Four categories for quick tooth diagnosis.
• Marking of discovered lesions via signal colors.
Safer discovery, better display: Optimised diagnostics and marking.

Convincingly easy, easily convincing:
• Optimised diagnostics thanks to simple contrast (left/right) and brightness (above/below) adjustment.
• Ability to directly mark discovered lesions on tooth images using the pen symbol — for patient conversations that are visibly more convincing.
Install the update now — it's free of charge and takes just one click

- Recording assistant with display of the correct recording position for sharp images
- Even more comprehensive interface including deciduous tooth chart
- Simple traceability thanks to tooth categorisation
- Immediate lesion marking to aid patient communication and acceptance
- Contrast and brightness adjustment for optimised diagnostics
- Free multi-user functionality and VDDS interface integration
- Easy data transfer from KaVo KiD to the new DIAGNOcam software
- Standalone use via remote maintenance tool for quick problem-solving as well as update tool when connected to the Internet
- With the new DIAGNOcam software you have full integration with KaVo CliniView™, Gendex VixWin™, CONEXIO und TWAIN™*

For installation, contact your local Kavo representative or arrange an appointment with our KaVo Multimedia Service at (+49) 73 51 56 10 00.